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Kent Cervantes: 

I have had such a fantastic time in the marching band that I am glad that so many others that I know will 

be able to experience it as well. 

To the mellophone section: 

Alex M.: I leave to you all the shenanigans that the mellophone section continues to cause every year  

Paige F: I leave to you the carefree attitude and casual joking that we have always shared my 4 years in 

the band 

Teresa A: I leave to you the skill and dedication to carry the mellophone group to play as well as they 

can!  

I hope all of you and everyone else I’ve interacted with in the band a happy rest of the season. I wish I 

could’ve made a excerpt for everyone else but there are so many people and so many memories it would 

be excessive  
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Senior will of Jordan Colaizzi: 

 
To Bain: a big high five and a “nice” for not showing up to the Memorial Day parade and my 
blessings on a cool senior year marching band  next year. 
 
To Mike Sunderland: A brofist of camaraderie 
 
To Tommy: a toothpick that is contaminated with the COVID-19 virus 
 
To Russell: 2 Vbucks 
 
To Dom: a bag of hot Cheetos and a Starbucks  
 

To the haters: ❤️ 
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I, Jordan Collins, being of sound mind and body do hereby will… 
 
Colorguard- any of my old uniform pieces that you guys need (for real text me if you lost 
something) It’s been real being out on that field with you and making more memories than I can 
count. I know the freshman missed this but remember to keep screaming gracie on the bus 
when we sing the alma mater. I hope I get to see you guys perform next year, you’re going to 
keep doing great. However long you each have, enjoy it. 
 
Drill Team- pom poms that are always out for your performances, having a better attention 
stance and the ice cream gracie is never going to get you. It’s been a cool four years, keep not 
doing your work and text me if you need me 
 
Seniors 
Mary- your basement and penthouse, sorry for always inviting ourselves to them, your harry 
potter knowledge that will never be as great as mine, our incredible assassins teamwork, your 
beatboxing abilities, your lack of pets and the bird that you almost got after a mental breakdown, 
the manual locks on your car doors, your mustard colored hair, the way you killed your senior 
solo, no more “incidents”, and a wonderful time at clemson, rip mary you will be missed 
 
Molly- sour merch, your knee compliments, your future impeccable time management skills, 
every moment of band camp, our future law firm, our shared taste in tv shows, our western civ 
notes, my socks you still have, caston, car napkins, better taste in men, and our shared dislike 
of rollercoasters and love of semicolons;;;;; don’t fall in the lake 
 
Gracie- a passing grade in geoscience, more piercings, ptct7 t-shirts, our wedding, your new 
framed ted cruz photo for your dorm, your fits, the meat pumpkin we made at your house, every 
philosophy and psychology project we ever did, our pregame slaps, bro time, a chipotle bean 
burrito and drinking milk because your drinking milk because mia is too scared to go get a drink 
from the basement; have fun at the airport pew pew (idk what sound a plane makes) 
 
Olivia- your status as my favorite, your amazing artwork, ally, “women in stem” jokes, your 
secret clubhouse, men who you regret having a crush on (including the most recent edition 
smh), your job back, my knees to replace yours, mary’s help, and your ability to get men, have 
fun stealing everyones man at kent state 
 
Liv- memories of band camp, my phone number to call to help you hide the body, hot men, and 
about a billion other things that I can’t put cause these are public but here’s to keeping that 
going at wvu 
 
Adam- hair, a smaller ego, i don’t know i feel like you could join the military now, pants that 
aren’t jeans, and a housewife, i hope that georgia tech can grow your hair back bless up 
 
Gordon- the brassmakers key and your cooler box thing?? that we kept trying to steal (ask me 
what else I wanted to put on yours) 
 
Zach- your mom who always pulls through, all the fun I’m sure you’re having in western civ, that 
time we made you anchor the announcements live, your height, your yearly fainting spell at the 
memorial day parade (writing this may 28th, can’t wait for this years) and your birthright coming 
true for you to go to penn state 
 
Jacob- our road trip to virginia to visit your old house, the hotdogs you still owe us, your title as 
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an honorary girl (you'll always be on thin ice though watch out), gracies left leg, and 
congratulations on your new fashion sense, it's been good being co-boyfriends with you 
 
Kent- your car soda, all the quotes on my quotes list that are from you, the ability to speak over 
6 teenage girls, your lateness to every event no matter what it is or where you’re coming from, 
and your private story, you are the funniest person I’ve ever met 
 
Juniors 
Maya- the one good thing about covid, we didn’t have to dissect the mink; us playing with clay 
for all of anatomy and all of the involvement in drama that you want, i’ll remember to like your 
insta post in a couple years when you get into med school 
 
Bri- all of your injuries, i hope you get better, and your incredible rifle skills (it's all you now good 
luck) 
 
Deja- keeping drill team in line, we’ve been preparing you to be the only senior for quite some 
time, please teach them how to parade, your wonderful photoshop skill and the ability to 
succeed at everything you do 
 
Catie- your incredible energy, the absolute vibes you bring to any events and most importantly-- 
your weenies, my number is 412-606-XX00 please drop the recipe 
 
Peyton- your ability to learn quick and courage to start doing what you want even if you feel 
“late”, have a great senior year with your friends it goes fast 
 
Adam’s friend Noah ????- your last name, whatever it may be 
 
Sophomores 
Katie- your kind heart and light you bring to the room, great job on drill team you get better 
every time i see you keep it up and keep being you 
 
Becca- oh where to begin… kailey, the story of your birth, your inability to not swing out, those 
moments when you get tired and your arms get lazy, every stupid comment you’ve ever made 
and everytime we’ve screamed BECCA, laying in the backseat of my car, all the nuggets you 
want and your favorite spongebob songs; thanks for letting us bully you, we may have called 
you a carbon copy of kailey but you brought something to the table she didn’t… i don't know 
what but something 
 
London- all your interjections that are always hilarious and your ability to point out the stuff we 
always forget about 
 
Francesca- your jokes, everytime you speak up you are genuinely hilarious, and your drill team 
skills, keep leading us to victory (or screwing off you know how it goes) 
 
Cookie- your upbeat attitude and ability to make any situation better, and you awesome guard 
skills you’re great with a flag 
 
Ally- your level head and kindness, you being the best at spanish in our whole class, your sister, 
and the clubhouse neither of you ever told us about smh 
 
Leila- your kindness and ability to learn quick, you did a great job picking everything up this year 
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and i hope you have a great time in guard in the years to come 
 
Freshman 
To all the freshmen- The knowledge that 4 years is not as long as it sounds. I remember sitting 
in your spot and reading what the freshman willed to me, and in the blink of an eye I’m writing 
my own. The days are long but the years are short. I’m sorry you missed your first band camp 
but I promise you you’re gonna love the next three. My freshman year a senior told me to stay 
close with the people in your grade cause people graduate and eventually they’ll be all you 
have. So now I’m passing that advice on to you with the sincere hope you take it. Have a great 
3 more years and cherish every moment, admit it or not you’re gonna miss it one day. 
 
Audrey- all the times me and gracie signed you into study lab, you facetiming us at random 
times, those airpods that you lost (idk whose) and the ability to text us if you need anything 
 
Emelia- the ability to watch spongebob i mean come on, all of the little sibling gifts you got, the 
last letter I wrote and never gave to you and audrey, take care of her 
 
Grace- the necklace we dropped in your sibling basket to convince you I had you, you never 
understood it, your many questions, and more years on drill team, enjoy them 
 
Natalie- all of my flag skills not that you need them, you did great this year and are such a nice 
person, you remind me so much of olivia especially freshman year, good luck have fun in guard 
 
Erin- your time in my rank and all the jokes you made, you’re so funny and got good at flag so 
fast, i hear you’re pretty great at rifle too, stick with it or mary will cry tbh 
 
Gianna- the fact that carla thought your name with zinnia and you’re working a rough job without 
being paid, good luck with that but have a great 3 more years in guard 
 
Annie- your determination to get better at everything you do, you’re one of the hardest workers 
I’ve seen on guard keep it up 
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I, Gracie Ferrieri, being of sound, mind and body and fun pants, do here by will…. 
 
Seniors: 
Jacob- endless mingo trips, ritas, various blankets, socks, oreos, chips, dirt piles, 5 below, Jean 
shorts, monochrome outfits and countless future memories with you 
 
Gordon- all my friends who have ever had a crush on you, 8 grade English class, jacob, and a 
long lasting friendship  
 
Kent- my gratitude for teaching me how to dab someone up  
 
Eric- another blue car #bluecargang 
 
Zach- A future film business partner  
 
Adam- Hair, fat cats, money for those blink 182 tickets, my bad ap stat grade and more guitars   
 
Alex S- many “hi Alex” and government class 
 
Molly- Toes and a fatty  
 
Jordan- the ability to not forget me next year, a wedding, endless hip slaps, Mrs pinto, gas 
money, Google, different foreign country’s, geoscience idiots, a tinder, the good tacos, all that 
money I owe you  and giggles  
 
Mary- a capital P, some clean counters, the pepperoni you slept on, quiet music, more bowls, a 
permanent parking spot next to me and mustard  
 
Liv- memes, boy talks, spicy pasta, squishmallows, fuzzy crocs and sophomore year band camp 
 
Olivia- new knees, ally, G____ , A Kent state roomate, dragon squishmallows, an amazing 
secret basement and endless memories;(  
All listed Seniors above- I’ll miss you all next year..You are gonna have to say hi to me 
first if u see me in a store though. I’m not good at remembering faces 
 
Juniors: 
Noah- a best friend necklace  
 
Andrew- maya  
 
Maya- a raise at dq, purple shampoo, andrew, tik tok fame and all my love 
 
Deja- my amazing leadership skills, ice cream, the money back on that blonde wig and a bunch 
of fun pants 
 
Bri- a wrist brace for the next time you sprain your wrist  
 
Catie- art supplies, Sir Neleus, the little organization skills I have, weenies and a normal senior 
year  
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Peyton- the burn book and an amazing senior year 
All listed Juniors above- Good luck being seniors, senior year goes by fast. I wish you all 
the best and for a normal band senior year. 
 
Sophomores: 
Katie- ice cream, my drill team confidence, and endless laughs and smiles 
 
Becca- more time for becca story time, a new birth location, ice cream, the ability to not miss me 
so much next year, 1 free pass to visit me at college (i’ll miss you) 
 
Francesco- a new name in the yearbook, ice cream and more funny private story posts  
 
Alexandrea- more time to braid peoples hair 
 
Leila- an amazing junior year, the little silk line abilities I have 
 
London- hair dye, and all my memories of you that I have when you were a rookie 
 
Ally- my limited dance skills, olivia, ice cream, the ability to remember more routines when the 
seniors can’t and my love for you  
All listed Sophomores above- Don’t abuse the power of being an upperclassman ;). I love 
you all so much 
 
Freshmen: 
Audrey- facetime calls, boba, emelia, a empty seat in study hall for me next year, car rides, 
snacks, a socially distanced hug, and a stick to get your air pods from the drain for next time 
 
Emelia- audrey, a ride home from the mall, car rides, molly (only for your brother) and a high 
five 
 
Emelia & Audrey- a friendship like molly & I’s and houses that are closer to each other 
 
Grace- all my boy advice, ice cream, the ability to not care about people think, all my drill team 
skills and an amazing next 3 years in drill team <3 
 
Gianna- swag, blindfolded minecraft walks, more volunteer hours and my love.  
 
Natalie- laughs, and more fun times on guard  
 
Erin-the minimum rifle ability I have, and lots of fun future memories on guard  
 
Annie- endless smiles and a fun next couples years  
 
All listed freshmen above- Sorry your first year was a covid year, I wish you the best of 
luck for normal band camp...you are gonna need it. Thanks for being amazing rookies <3 
 

Drill Team- I leave you the ability to not miss me so much next year and the ice 
cream I promised you..I’ll miss you next year, don’t text me though 
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I, Molly Gallagher, being of sound mind and body, do hereby will 
 
Seniors 
Jordan Collins- Endless gummies, phone calls for morale support, and my thanks for being the 
Group Driver™ 
 
Gracie Ferrieri- toes and that fatty 
 
Mary Laster- Forehead kisses, the responsibility of helping Olivia up and down stairs 
(regardless of her physical ability), mustard, and too fat 
 
Olivia Henderson- A fresh, new pair of knees to replace your janky ones, a lifetime supply of 
“MARY HELP HER”, and trips in Mary’s mom’s minivan 
 
Liv Obel- Good smells, wicked eyeliner, and memes 
 
Kent Cervantes- charades on the prom bus and the fact that your sisters like me more than you 
 
Jacob Miller- Gracie, the honorary girl pass, and those godforsaken Sheetz hotdogs 
 
Eric Smith- Paramount memories (RIP Anna Mae) 
 
Adam Reitz- a full head of hair 
 
Gordon Hardy- the ability to actually enjoy a conversation with the girls 
 
Jordan Collaizai- the fact that I never really learned your last name 
 
Zack Koerbel- memories of TV Pro (Mrs. Frick still talks about you every day) 
 
Juniors 
Deja Lowery- The best senior year you could have 
Maya Naguib- Car rides to Moe’s and then to Southpointe to see my dad, and memories of Lola 
the Ford Focus, may she rest in peace 
 
Bri Ross- I literally have nothing to leave you, you are already so talented and I know you will 
handle yourself beautifully next year 
 
Peyton Vesley- A fantastic senior year and the will to keep going even when it seems tough 
 
Caitie Williams- the patience to deal with silkine and the confidence to hold them at attention 
for several minutes 
 
Andrew Rothaar- Maya (and everything that comes with her) 
 
Sophomores 
Becca Harvey- infinite pairs of big pants and the strength to endure two more years of being 
drill team’s verbal punching bag 
 
Ally Henderson- your incredible clubhouse and my blessing to go on to take AP Spanish 
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Katie Hillebrand- confidence and my hope that your last two years of high school will be as 
good as they can be 
 
Alexandra Kartsonas- My gratitude for always being prepared when Mary and I are at a loss 
and my confidence in your future in the color guard 
 
Leila Landis- All my love and confidence. Thank you for being such a lovely little sibling. 
 
London Rutherford- accidental matching t-shirts and your perpetual ability to make me smile 
during silk breakouts 
 
Francesca Zampetti- my confidence that you will be an incredible performer and equipment 
Handler 
 
Freshman 
Erin Bertsch- confidence while performing and an incredible high school experience 
Grace Elford- the ability to stop simping for older men 
 
Gianna Fox- confidence, posture, checkpoints, and my hope for your future in guard 
 
Annie Goris- continuous confidence and even more of the glow that you give off every 
Performance 
 
Natalie Zukowski- My pride in your progress this year and my confidence that you are going to 
grow into an incredible performer over your next three years with the color guard 
 
Emelia Metcalf- random FaceTime calls, the right to call me anytime next year when I’m at 
school (do not abuse this I will block you <3), really gross boba, and Audrey 
 
Audrey Stoll- All my love, talent, confidence, and patience. Thank you for being the most 
annoying little sibling I could’ve asked for. And also I’m leaving you Emelia; don’t let her go wild. 
 
Audrey and Emelia- the right to be the next Gracie and me; use it wisely 
 
Silk Line- My deepest love and thanks for helping me make my senior year the best it could 
have been. You girls were my rocks and I am so lucky that I got to lead such a talented group of 
young women. I am also leaving you my hope that whenever you’re feeling lazy or tired and 
don’t want to practice, you hear my voice in your brain saying “I’ll kick you” and it motivates you. 
I love you all so much and I will miss you with all my heart. 
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I, Gordon Hardy, will the following to… 
 

Seniors: 
Justin Aurin: Good luck continuing through after high school 
Zach Koerbel: Water for those hot days in a parade 
Jacob Miller: An arc 
Trey Natili and Calvin Mcconville: a cadence that people actually follow 
Adam Reitz: Yet another new instrument 
Eric Smith: A year of success next year 
Jordan Collins, Gracie Ferrieri, Molly Gallagher, Olivia Henderson, Mary Laster: Even 
more parking spaces so you don’t have to walk so far 

 

Trumpets: 
 Jason Briegel: New tech every year for you to enjoy 

Noah Clark: A nice field for backwards marching and penguins 
Sean Doty: Some music copies made for you, not by you 
Olivia Koucamaris: A minecraft server to play on 
Owen Weibel: A pretzel so that you can stop making them out of your limbs 
Gavin Gregg, Justin Kazmarski, Ian McChesney, Jacob Simko, Max Sunderland, Alaina 
Wasieleski: A year in the band with no covid and no bell covers 

 

Other Members: 
Paul Falcione: Some sheet music for those days when you can’t remember the show 
music again 
Tucker Ferris: Cake by the Ocean. Enough said 
Emma Hardy: A map, so you can hopefully navigate your way through the year without 
me 
Alexis Kirch: My whistle for another year of commanding the band 
Anthony Luisi: A football to get your running in 
Andrew Rothhaar: Unlimited Taco Bell so you’re never hungry 
Robyn Strazisar: Some strong vocal chords for calling out commands 

 

For those not specifically named: I wish the best of a new year to you next year. You all were 
crucial to this season, but I can’t highlight everyone. 
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Elisabeth Hartzfeld’s Senior Wills 
 
All first-year members — I give you praise for your perseverance and ability to learn quickly! It 
was a tough year, but I’m very proud of everyone’s marching considering the circumstances! I 
wish you the best years ahead of you.  
 
Fluties 
All — I leave good flute angles with all of you. Carry on Emily’s wish! 
Zennik — I give you the confidence to bloom into yourself. You can do anything you put your 
mind to. I can’t wait to see what you achieve.  
Amelia — I give you my ability to stay tough and keep smiling. You are an amazing person. 
Keep going.  
Angelise — I give you the tools to build your own door when there’s none in sight. Don’t let 
anything or anyone get you down. You can and will succeed.  
Cassidy — I give you my perseverance. Don’t quit. You have grown so much already in the 
past years. Stay strong. I’m proud of you. Also, I give you my permission to continue circling 
anyone you want like in Spongebob. Keep practices interesting.  
Sarah — I give you another Brian Weibel as a science partner in one of your college courses. 
Good luck with that.  
 
Clarinets 
All — I give you the echoes of my counting to haunt you on the field. 
Lexi  — I give you my marching abilities to carry on to the band, even though you don’t need it 
because you were already the next best. Also, congrats on getting drum major! 
Olivia L. — I give you the confidence to be yourself. You are beautiful. Never let anyone bring 
you down. 
The White Brothers  —  I give one of you a pink wig so I can easily tell you apart. 
 
Saxes 
All — I give you my official declaration that you were my favorite section. Don’t tell anyone else. 
Madison — I give you a big sister to talk to. It was so fun being your big sibling this year — 
promise me we will keep in touch! Also, I give you three more band years filled with good 
memories. This year was tough, but you got through it! 
Jacob  —  I give you a hat so you do not get any more plants stuck in your hair. 
 
Low Brass  
All — I give you my official declaration that you were my favorite section. Don’t tell anyone else. 
Alex — I give you my coffee addiction. Even if Mr. MacKay yells at you for dehydrating yourself 
with it, keep bringing coffee to every practice. More expresso makes the depresso go away. 
Paige — I leave my optimism for you. Someone needs to make things fun, and that person is 
you. I hope you smile and laugh more than ever in your last year.  
Olivia K. — I leave you the responsibility of watching the boys. Make sure they don’t hurt 
themselves or get any more plants stuck in their hair.  
Andrew — I give you my voice so you can be even louder when counting aloud. With me gone, 
you’ll be the only one. Don’t stop! Also, I give you the memories of leading the group in warm-
ups with me. I will miss my warm-up buddy! 
Tommy — I give you the ability to march AND look up at the SAME time! I believe in you! 
Imagine we’re having more staring contests, except stare at like Mr. MacKay this time.  
Teresa — I leave you with a great senior year. Enjoy it! 
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Kent — I give you my AP Economics grade because I don’t want it. Thanks. Also, I give you 
endless Taco Bell and bagels in your college years.  
Zach — I give you Logan. That’s it. 
Logan  — I give you permission to harass Zach over the phone while he is in college. 
Jordan — I give you a comb for your fluffy hair. 
Adam — I leave you with Kenzie.  
 
Trumpets 
All  — I give you my official declaration that you are the best section. Don’t tell anyone else. 
Noah — I give you my ghost that will always be next to you on the field. You can never escape.  
Eric  — I leave you with the permission to text me whenever you need in college so we can 
continue ranting to one another. 
Gordon — I give you endless memes that got us through practices. 
Jacob — I give you a fancy maze since I liked to play with yours.  
 
Drumline 
All — I leave you with new backs. You’ll need them for not only carrying your drums, but also 
the band (ooooooooooooooo). 
Gabi — MY BESTIE! From years of girl scouts to work to band, we have been through a lot 
together. I leave you all the Fiori’s pizza you could ever want.  
 
Front Ensemble 
All — I leave you with Mr. Barney’s dad jokes. Someone has to tell them. 
Paul — I leave you with endless mallets. Mallets make for great toys. I would know. Thanks for 
letting me play with yours. 
 
Colorguard  
All  — I leave you with the patience to not hit anyone who gets in your way haha. Have fun! 
Cookie — I leave you with the ability to detect red flags (haha see what I did there? because 
you’re in colorguard?) Don’t let others take advantage of your sweet soul. Stay true to your 
ethics and morals <3 
Mary — I leave you with the choreography to “Can’t Stop This Feeling!” by Justin Timberlake. 
You are amazing inside and out! Love you! 
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I, Olivia Henderson, being of sound mind and body do hereby will the following: 
 
CG: 
Natalie- my sibling, the strength to always be yourself and endless love and support for all that 
you do, and forever night time talks.  
 
Audrey- random ft calls while i'm in people’s cars, the power to believe in yourself (and Emelia), 
the whole target store.  
 
Emelia- band t shirts, random calls, funky dances, the power to make tiktoks that never stop 
making me laugh, and audrey.  
 
Erin- powerful rifle spins, forever confidence and strength, and the urge to continue to tell jokes 
because you had me cackling during breakout sections.  
 
Grace- stages for musicals, Spotify playlists and kindness for all around you, the ability to 
believe in yourself, also boy rants.  
 
Lelia- the strength to continue to count even when you know everyone else is wrong, all the 
sweetness in the world, and fun times for the future.  
 
Gianna- your hilarious laugh, jokes and permission to go attack emelia and audrey. Believing in 
yourself and bringing smiles to all around you.  
 
Annie- funny jokes, computer design classes, and flag spins to knock everyone to the ground if 
you have to, good times and endless smiles 
 
Ally- my sister and forever friend I leave you my flag Brick, confidence because you know what 
you are doing, and Wendy’s trips before band.  
 
Francesca- the power to be strong and believe in yourself, impeccable music taste, our 
strangely similar sense of humor, and abbey player’s rehearsals.   
 
London- blue hair! Knowing your gorgeous self worth, our strange jokes we shared, and our 
rants about different people  
 
Katie- the knowledge that you never fail to make me smile, endless kindness, and the memories 
of our many band sets together. Talks about Jersey Mikes and calls to Ally about Mr. Brado.  
 
Cookie- confusion on the third song, the power to count and stay on time when everything else 
is failing, notes on your phone that contain counts, and confidence  
 
Becca- a sense of confusion at some times, the earmuffs and coat that u wore which always 
cracked me up, and a pair of eyes to watch Ally because someone’s gotta watch her next year 
 
Bri- hopefully a non hurt wrist, DO YOU WANNA NEW CAR?, endless hugs and support when 
you need it, and late night bus rides home in which we couldn’t breathe 
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Deja- gorgeous sense of style, waves in the hallway, and a bucket of jokes because you rock, 
you and I never quite knowing what to do next 
 
Caitie-  black hair dye, corsets and boots, and the shared nerdiness we have. The state of Ohio 
because it doesn’t exist and the power to visit me whenever i need your amazing vibes 
 
Maya- DQ curls, a tesla, layne, the strength to put up with Andrew for another year, our mall 
trips and sense of humor to last a lifetime. Also the endless roasts which make me fall on the 
floor.  
 
Peyton- contagious laughter, good times forever, bri (keep an eye on her), the fact that you 
always make me smile or make fun of me someway to make my day better 
 
My seniors: 
 
Gracie- endless earrings and money to spend on etsy, the taco place and the little minecraft 
characters in your car. Squishmallows and rings, and the power to never stop making me laugh 
and colorful eyeliner and red hair dye for days.  
 
Molly- spanish speaking skills to dominate the rest of your ap class, gracie, taylor swift and 
olivia rodrigo albums for every occasion, the ability to find adam hopefully wherever he is. 
Peace and luv and having the moral backbone of a chocolate éclair 
 
Mary- the best hugs, speakers that kill my ears in your car, gary, breakfast with nolan, mermaid 
tails and your hilarious laugh that comes in like three different fonts. Endless confidence and 
vibes and dying backstage for one last time. Also Maria’s eyelash curler 
 
Jordan- the knowledge that you are probably the smartest and wisest of us all, literally every 
single Harry Potter movie, the similar vibes we share, and being designed driver because your 
car is the best when we go get tacos, the ability to keep making me laugh 
 
Liv- more ducks to put in the beetle, weeknd tickets for a lifetime, the knowledge that you have 
impeccable style and your jokes which make my humor look mediocre. Internal strength to have 
to attend the same school as john next year, and our mutual love for Dr. Pepper 
 
Band: 
You all rock and are pretty cool dudes, if I never had the chance to meet you I apologize, but 
continue doing what you love 
 
Gordon: duets, shouting in a car at night, abbey players, all the dances in the world, and 
orthodontics because I like the word. A shoulder to lean on if you ever need it.  
 
Jacob- english class and gracie, for being one of the girls 
 
Zach- forever Jersey Mikes subs, stupid apes projects, the power to leave Penn State to come 
home every once and awhile so i can bother you, for taking my phone and being there 
whenever I need, hopefully being able to return the favor 
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Sarah- endless friendship and support, dunkin horror stories and vacations to last a lifetime. I 
leave you all of my cousins and the confidence to always be yourself and be able to hangout 
whenever. Mall trips that usually end with milkshakes, and photos that we take in ava’s car. 
Thank you for everything  
 
Kent- stilts and our solid 3 convos we have had which i have not forgotten  
 
Paul- mallets and name calling, the power to be able to look at some lights again soon 
 
Alex- the cure t shirts, trips to dunkin before rehearsals, and the knowledge that you have the 
best music taste out of anyone. Confidence to know that you are gorgeous and can put your 
mind to anything you want, and endless andy pets.  
 
Emma- hugs and forever jokes, you can have my lion king helmet because idk what im gonna 
do with it. You are beautiful and so talented and make sure andrew doesn’t kill anyone.  
 
Andrew- bass notes and the future of the thespian troupe. Also maybe a pair of those glasses 
that let you see color (get it because you’re color blind). Taps on the shoulder and a hug 
whenever u need. Also watch maya.  
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I Zachary Koerbel, being of sound mind and body do hereby will the following: 
 

 
Kent - yourpair of sunglasses that I’m never giving back  

 
Jordan - unlimited rounds of us playing gun game 

 
Gordon - that cake 

 
Jacob Miller - the fact that I don’t think we’ve ever referred to each other without our last names 

 
Sarah Willison - chickens and a stupid apes project  

 
Olivia Henderson - knees, jersey mikes, joe mama jokes, and a stupid apes project  

 
Adam Reitz - all my trombone skills, I know you need them  

 
Andrew - an easier year next year because Jordan Kent and I won’t be there to not listen to you 

 
Tommy - the True leadership of the trombones 

 
Logan - the jumpsuit that makes you look like you’re in the mob 

 
Russell - the handshake that we’ve given each other every day of school this year without fail 

 
Nick Simko - our shared love for Penn State  

 
Mike Sunderland - looking super dapper at prom 

 
Paul Falcione - a very wet pair of shoes 

 
Justin Aurin - your student ID 

 
Mary Laster - Weezer cause you’re my choice to make the next fan 

 
Calvin McConville - Gucci and Supreme 

 
Chris Mackay - one phrase three words 

 
Matt Feitt - Rainbow Fish (that’s all I have to say) 

 
Gracie Ferrieri, Jordan Collins, and Molly Gallagher - half of a year of TV Pro class 
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Mary Laster’s Senior Will 
 
Marching Band 
 
Emma Hardy: I leave you the all the cheek squeezes and the alto 2s in Room 100 
Paul Falcinoe: Please take care of tech and make sure that they don’t break anything 
Adam Reitz : the ability to buy a car that isn’t square shaped 
Gabi Olalde : I leave you the ability to never have to deal with anyone stupid again 
Elisabeth Hartfield : you can always use my name if you get caught somewhere bc we are twins 
Gordon Hardy : I leave you stronger knees and another flannel shirt 
Jacob Miller : to always be able to park next to another Honda 
Alex Milchovich : I leave you the power to fake a certain disease online and fake your death 
Kent Cervantes : the shoe that Zach w. Threw across the room so you wouldn’t get nightmares 
Zach Koerbel : I leave you ”mmmmmm I don’t care “ 
 
Colorguard 
Freshman 
Annie Goris : I leave you love and the power to become the best Colorguard member you can 
be. And if you ever need anything pls reach out 
Emeilia Metcalf : I leave you Gianna and audrey, also the ability to win assassins when you are 
an upper classman 
Gianna Fox: I leave you Audrey and Emeilia. Also love and appreciate for all that you do 
Audrey Stoll : I leave you love and the ability to focus. Also all the funny faces you make 
Natalie Zukowski : I leave you Francesca and love. Also the power to make the next 4 years 
amazing 
Erin Bertsch : I leave you the rifle line and Love. Take care of Bri for me 
Grace Elford : I leave you the drill team and love. Also I leave you run crew. 
 
Sophomores 
Cookie Kartsonas : I leave you love and appreciation. Your hard work has not gone unnoticed 
Ally Henderson : I leave you Olivia and Julia. Please take care of Olivia in college. Also I leave 
you the best upperclassman years you can have. 
Becca Harvey : I leave you drill team and all of the stares you will give. Keep your eyes off me 
lol 
Francesca Zampetti : I leave you drill team and all of my love. Please have the best years in 
high school ever 
Katie Hillebrand : I leave you ceramics and all of my love. 
London Rutherford : I leave you our neighborhood (make sure it doesn’t burn down lol) and i 
also leave you the best years in high school. 
 
Juniors 
Bri Ross : I leave you rifle line and Erin pls take care of her. I also leave all of my love 
Caitie Williams : I leave you thespian troupe and Room 100. Also I leave you the position of 
the best redhead on Colorguard. 
Deja Lowery : I leave the airplane noises and the brightest smile on guard. 
Lelia Landis : I leave you all of my love and the best years in high school you can have. 
Maya Nagiub : I leave you the position of funniest person in the thespian troupe. Also I leave 
you “maybe I should have been on tech” 
Peyton Vessely : I leave you all of my love and Bri. Please take care of her 
 
Seniors 
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Molly Gallagher : I leave you my love and all of the adventures that we have had. Especially the 
prom after party 
Gracie Ferrari : I leave you the parking space and the bowl that I made you. Use it well. 
Jordan Collins : I leave you assassins (we would have won if they weren’t such try hards) and 
the Christmas themed dorm room. 
Olivia Henderson : I leave you the duet that you had and the elf number. Also I leave you all of 
Maria’s bites 
Liv Obel : I leave you all the animes and bus trips that we have been together.  
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Christopher MacKay's Last Will and Testament  
  

Low Brass: 
Kent - Mr. Cervantes, no matter how much you resemble a suburban mom, you've been an 
absolute legend all 5 years I've known you (despite technically being in MB for 3 days longer). 
Physics this year has been a great time, and I can always rely on you doing your Calc 
homework the morning it was due. 
Jordan - Thanks for just being a chill voice of reason for all 5 years of Marching Band. (Even 
though you were a trumpet for one of them). It's been a ton of fun goofing off with you to make 
band a little less intensely serious. You've always been there to just chill people down, or cheer 
them up. 
Zach - Regardless of how many times you break your wrist or faint during the parade/practice, 
being in band with you has always been a great time, regardless of your trombone skills. 
Thanks for helping me learn how to chill and not take Marching Band super seriously, and to be 
able to enjoy my final year, despite all its flaws. 
Adam - Adam, it's been fun joking around in Music Theory with you this year, trying to distract 
ourselves from the fact that we all probably bombed the AP Exam. I'll never forget Frank Doyle's 
unending fountain of wisdom, nor will I ever use a iii again. And although we're sitting on 
complete opposite sides for Jazz Band, I'm sure you've been doing great. 
Bain - I entrust to you the munchies, and every terrible long running joke, from Sudsy's to 
stinger notes, from Bush to the aviary song. In addition, I leave to you the absolute most 
important responsibility of all: The Reese's Puffs Challenge. You must do it next band camp, 
and make sure that nobody is exempt. 
Jamie - Join marching band again 
Alex - May you never have to deal with the trauma of sharing a name again. 
Paige - I leave you with the title of "Best Mellophone" in my stead, and the official unofficial 
official title of "Mello Section Leader", just in case we actually get Mello rookies to join the band 
ever. 
Theresa - I leave you whatever in god's name got me through my final year in marching band, 
and hope it can do the same for you. 
Robyn - Even though you're gonna be off as drum major, I hope to leave to you the 
responsibility of organizing Low Brass for tailgates, because let's be honest: you're probably the 
only one responsible enough to be able to do that. 
Allen - I leave to you THE Bass Bone™. Whether or not you join Jazz Band, you just need to 
play inappropriately loud whenever the opportunity arises. 
Tommy - There is nothing I can give you that you do not already have. And your Ukulele skills 
are godly btw. 
Logan - While you may be a rookie, I leave you with the power to get through these long years 
of Marching Band, as well as the authority to just goof off. 
Andrew - I leave to you all the rights to our Symphonic Choir song. Do with it what you will. In 
addition, I also leave to you the ability to smile in section photos. 
Dominic - I give you the strength to put up with Andrew for another year. 

Trumpets: 
Gordon (Technically) - Three Words 
Justin - Somehow we got through it. You've been a straight legend this entire time, and it's 
always fun just joking around with you about anything really. You were one of the few really 
good smash players in Peters who wasn't insanely sweaty, and I thank you for that. And I'll 
never forget when Max Bruce informed us of what Ganon was up to. 
Jason - I entrust you with the responsibility of all the music theory atrocities I have created, 
whether it be the circle of thirds, secondary tonics, or 24 sharp key signatures. In addition, I ask 
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you the most important question of all: Does the spearmint lose its flavor on the bedpost 
overnight? 
Gavin - I impart to you the knowledge that Marching Band isn't everything. Never forget to keep 
chilling. 

Saxes: 
Nick - Regardless of the painful memories of 4-6th grade band, it's been fun joking around with 

you after sitting next to you for literally every band class since 4th grade. Despite being yelled at 

to "SHUT" or for not being able to find your spot, you've still just been vibing this entire time. 

And remember, Pope Jerome will live on forever in our hearts. 

Mike - I leave you with all the power and burdens that come with having the name Mike, despite 
the immense emotional damage. And while the dream of both you and Nick as section leaders 
is dead, Mike Sunderland, Sax section leader is a dream that can never die. 
Anthony - I give you the best of luck I can, because next year it's just gonna be you and Dom 
on the bass line. I believe in you, Luisi. (Also, conditional Low Brass membership) 
Big Russ - I leave you with the responsibility of annoying Mike as much as possible when he's 
section leader. And if it's not Mike, double down. 

Drum Line: 
T Dawg - First of all, thank you for actually being able to write a drum part, because there was 
no way in heck I was ever gonna be able to learn to do that. And on top of that, thanks for being 
a godly drummer in Jazz Band, because god knows we can't keep time. And I still don't know 
how you're able to hold up those quads. Fo' sho. 
Alex (The other one) - Wait, I thought you made your will last year. All jokes aside, it's been an 
absolute blessing to have somebody in an english class that actually raises their hand. You've 
saved me from many an awkward guess of an answer. And of course, it's not too late to double 
down and become the first 7-year member. 
Cwevwin - If I'm being honest here Calvin, there is no way I would've gotten through Duffy's 
class without being able to joke around with you and Jordan. Same goes for Big Zip's physical 
science. Despite having, at times, comical outfits, you were still dripping with style. And yes, I 
still have Gucci Gang on my Ti-84+ calculator. 
Theo - I leave you a 5 on the AP Physics 1 exam, because if we're being honest, you're 
probably the only one that actually had a chance. 
Paul - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02vDkMEdIkY 
Jeremy - No idea if you still count, but I'm including you regardless. I leave to you all the 

prophetic words of Micheal Lacey in the hopes that you'll answer the most burning question of 

all: Does it help when I do this? 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02vDkMEdIkY
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Calvin McConville: Senior Will 

 

Drum line 

 

Tucker: Playing football every break in band 

 

Jon: wisdom of the snare 

 

Luca: snare stick tricks 
 

Eric: strength to hold up the quads 
 

Parker: being friends with everyone  
 

Wyatt: ability for teaching the new bass drums 
 

Nick: bass drum practice together 
 

Alex: strength to hold up the big bass 
 

Garret: ability to be playing with the snares as a 9 th grader 
 

Paul: skat mans world 
 

Trey: intelligence for college 
 

Sawyer: ability to help others  
 

Steele: to stay in the drum line 
 

Connor: likeness of the drum line 
 

Katherine: to take care of Wyatt 
 

Carson: having tucker as your drum captain  
 

Nate: I give u my friendliness  
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I, Jacob Miller, being of sound mind and body so hereby will: 
 
Drum Major 
  
Gordon Hardy - Ya know the basic stuff like an upside down fire alarm, a caramel, a few extra 
shark cards (you look like you need some more), my sister’s #, a bucket o’ bussin Quaker Steak 
and Lube wings, the Bogdan Problem, an RGB desk, a drywall patch, some cinnamon bread, a 
ride on the skycoaster …, a second opinion with open ears, my fantastically customized Elegy, 
my steam username and password and a bag of lime chips. Forget about my sister’s # I 
changed my mind. 
 
Trumpets 
 

  
Noah Clark - A replacement speaker, a new killer that is actually good, my PC (return to 
sender), a request for a fackblip, my two trumpets because yours suck, my music knowledge, 
actual DBD skill (git gud skrub), patience for the upcoming season, our special handshake, 
another mysterious package in your mailbox, stickers to put on my casket, they key around my 
neck (you know what to do). 
  
Jason Briegel - Anything you see, it's all bogo but the price is free. 
  
Eric Smith - Another brand new basement, that mysterious metal hammer we found back at the 
old trumpetlandia and a country accent 
  
Justin Aurin - The title of J Schwartz 
  
Olivia Koucoumaris - Tom Hiddleston, permission to tell awful jokes, a trip to moonbase alpha 
and a spectacular Marching Band Career filled with memories for life. A thank you letter for 
being a great little sibling! OH AND LASTLY! The time to savor every moment of band because 
you'll fondly remember even the painful parts when you get to be a senior. 
  
Jake Simko - My mace, as long as you give it back to the new drum majors 
  
Owen Weibel - A pretzel and my amazing ninja skills 
  
Max Sunderland - Another game of ninja 
  
Gavin Gregg - Another kennywood meal 
  
Alaina Wasieleski - An actual cat… please stop meowing 
  
David Bentz - a million and 1 car parts and another biggie shirt, oh and a million hats for saving 
my frostbitten ears 
  
Sean Doty - A revised year book, all of the happiness i have left, hang in there. A pool party, 
that one chicken that you thought died at the talons of a hawk ( I took it ), all 938 of my 7c 
mouthpieces, permission to wear my cheeto jumpsuit and the secret lyrics to indian chant. 
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Ian McChesney - A silent quad to take up the hill 
  
Justin Kasmarski -  Trumpetlandia 
 
Low Brass 
  
Adam Reitz - Finger guns, a picture from heather, better taste in women, another mysterious 
package, some Mac and Cheese bites and fries (at the appropriate time). Sheila G’s Brownie 
Brittle, dried Mango Slices, 
  
Andrew Rothhaar - Bee, u get big bee, haha andrew get bee. Tongue Beep haha big andrew 
get big bee. 
  
Robin Straz - All the fun of being a drum major 
  
Zach Koerbel - A fun time at Penn State and a high five 
  
Jordan Colazzi - Nice :D 
  
Kent Cervantes - More books for you to read 
 
Wood Winds 
  
Sarah Willison -  A peaceful retirement from the PTMB 
  
Lexi Kirch - Cheesy Drum Major jokes to tell over the mic during practices (someone has to do 
it) and a thank you letter for offering me water 
  
Russel Willison - My sick dance moves, you're almost as good as me 
 
Mike Sunderland- The choice of being called Kyle or Mike 
 
Guard 
  
Gracie Ferrieri - PreBand gifts and letters, a long history, twists and turns, an invitation to all of 
the parties, Phillip, more friendship bracelets, ninja skills, a car alarm, road rage, the ability to 
honk the horn, an iced Caramel latte with an extra pump of caramel, a Dr. Pebber,  
  
Molly Gallagher - Alec’s unblocked snapchat account, a driving instructor, Gracie, better taste in 
men, a genuine thank you for actually being a cool person 
  
Jordan Collins - Gracie, a thank you for swaying the jury our way, and a free pass on the bar 
exam 
  
Olivia Henderson - An apology for the headbands game(we ARE friends), Gracie, some tea to 
spill, and you can have a Sheetz hotdog as well ( consume at your own risk ),  
   
Mary Laster - A well-formatted thank you letter for helping the instrumentalists and the guard 
communicate properly. Also two Sheetz hot dogs, and Gracie 
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Maya Naguib -  A thank you for all hellos and the free blizzards i got from DQ 
 
Drum Lime 
Alex Snyder- Philosophical Questions that will never be understood by the world, only us 
 
Paulio Faclcioneio- literally anything u want, the world is your oyster. U also get a Quizlet with 
all the mastering bio answers to sell for millions of dollars 
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I, Gabrielle Olalde, of mostly sound mind and body, so hereby will, 
Drumline: 
Cymbals: 

 Steele Stenger: Thanks for being such a cool little sibling and not caring when I showed 
up and your mom told you to just get in the car. I leave you some good luck for the next 
few years. High school does really go by fast so enjoy and good luck on bass drum!  

 Connor Kobeda: I leave you various colors of stick tape to decorate your bass drum 
sticks and some good luck next year- you’ll do great and have fun being a freshman in 
highschool! 

 Alex Zimmerman: I leave you some good balance and strength to carry bass 5 next 
year (good luck and congrats dude!) It was always interesting to overhear an odd joke 
here and there from the cymbal section this year.  

 Garret Thomas: It was also fun to turn towards the cymbal section in band and see you 
on top of the dugout already, so I leave you some climbing gear and some good luck on 
snare next year- you’ll do great! 

Bass Drums: 
 Alex Snyder: Symba, dude you’re the best. I think about all I could leave you is the best 

of luck for wherever life takes you and of course a lifetime supply of oranges/ other 
various fruits. (Also thanks for not killing Aidan and I after annoying you mercilessly.) 

 Calvin McConville(aka Ashizel): I leave you a solid microphone for your music and 
your streams and whatever that car was that you wanted- the El Dorado is still better 
though. It’s been cool to get to know you and I hope you do some fun things in life. 

 Nick Shuster: I leave you some LED strips to decorate your bass drum next year. You 
did great this year so I’m sure you’re going to do great next year too. Good luck and 
have fun! 

 Wyatt Skillings: I leave you the patience needed to be in charge of the bass drum 
section next year. Have fun with it! (especially enjoy having a lighter drum that hopefully 
won’t kill your back again)  

 Aidan Dietzel: I leave you a pillow for your afternoon naps and an infinite playlist of all 
your favorite music. It was fun to get to know you over the years and to discuss different 
bands here and there-or my favorite conversation- of how best to chip a hole in the wall 
and escape the middle school band room 

Snare Drums: 
 John Dalzotto: I leave you a 12-pack of mountain dew, too many cookies, a burrito, and 

a lifetime supply of gummies- as well as the responsibility to keep you and Bain out of 
trouble. Seriously though, thank you for being the sweetest the past couple of years and 
I hope you have a fun senior year! Good luck and you’re going to do great! 

 Sawyer Lucas: You are genuinely one of the sweetest people I’ve met. You’ve got the 
best hair in the drumline without a doubt and I hope these next two years are great - 
enjoy being on quads! (CONGRATS!!)  

 Tucker Ferris: I leave you a lifetime supply of front row Steelers tickets and enjoy your 
senior year dude  

 Luca Giancola: Yo my right hand snare, I leave to you a good senior year and some 
halftime music for you to have fun with. Have fun and good luck 

Tenors: 
 Parker Roberts: I leave you some more funny socks and another great year on quads. 

You are super fun and it was cool to get to know you over the last few years. 
 Eric Hart: I leave you two trucks - yep. But also you’re so chill and I know you’re gonna 

do some cool things - you’re already killing it on quad so enjoy your next two years!  
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 Trey Natili: I leave you a new back, a fully neon green wardrobe, and a book for all your 
best quotes (“Trey banging level” is still one of your best). Trey you’ve been so incredibly 
fun to get to know over the years and best of luck in college 

Front Ensemble: 
 Paul Falcione: I leave to you a pizza and good luck with front ensemble section leader- 

maybe this is the year the front ensemble secedes from the drumline- either way good 
luck and have fun! 

 Theo Malencia: I leave you a bag of oranges,a brass knuckle orange peeler, and a fun 
senior year 

 Katherine Skillings: I pass along the torch to you - but genuinely enjoy your last years. 
It was fun to get to know you and steal a comically large amount of sticks together, and 
then actually meeting you a year later.  

 Carson Throckmorton: I leave to you the best of luck this next year. You killed it on 
mallets this year and I’m sure you’re going to kill it on snare next year! 

 Harrison Frisk: Lizards part one and two: the movie.  
 Nate Eddy: I leave to you the best of luck in your next years of drumline. The years do 

go by fast so have fun with them! 

 
Woodwinds: 

 Elisabeth Hartzfeld: Girlie! We’re seniors already!! I can only give you the best of luck 
and thanks for listening to all my rants. Good luck in college and it was nice to know you 
these past years! 

 Sarah Willison: Yooooo my disney ride partner and planner. That was incredibly fun to 
ride every ride posible and maximize our fastpasses to ride everything we wanted. I still 
can’t believe how much we were able to see everyday (not going to any workshops 
definitely helped) Anyways I leave to you a ticket to Universal and some Mickey Mouse 
ears 

 Olivia Repsher: I leave you so many chicken nuggets. Genuinely you are incredibly fun 
to talk to and so incredibly funny, so have fun with the band and the rest of high school! 

 Emma Shadle: I leave you an infinite supply of potato chips and haiwaiian shirts. You’re 
always fun to hang out with so thanks for some laughs over the years. 

Colorguard: 
 Olivia Henderson: I leave you a lifetime supply of gummy pizzas and some fun 

memories going forward, we got some memories together and you’re absolutely 
hilarious so I hope you have fun in college and thanks for being cool-yeah 

 Caitie Williams: I don’t know how to some up all the chaotic energy that we had any 
time we talked but uh: the yep jokes, the door photo, too much candy, and that door 
photo again- it was fun to room with you and get to know you dude 

 Mary Laster: I leave you a hippo, a manatee, and a giraffe. I genuinely do not know 
what to leave you so here are some pet animals that you have picked and good luck 
moving forward into college! 

 Emily Smith: I leave you stickers and good luck with the rest of your high school years 
Low Brass: 

 Bain Tedeschi: I leave you a life-time supply of chicken nuggets, a 12-pack of Mtn. 
Dew, a safe driving speed and the responsibility/sanity to keep you and John out of 
trouble 

 Andrew Rothhaar: I leave you some fun theater solos. PS: keep bain and john out of 
trouble- thanks. Anyways you are super fun to hang out with and I hope you have a good 
senior year. 
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I, Tessa Pirker, of questionably sound mind and body bequeath the following to these people. 
 

Greta M.- I leave you a field of watermelon that grows anytime of year to enjoy whenever you 
want. I also leave my t-shirt collection so you can always be stylish. 
 
Cecil Marie S.- I leave you my last bit of sanity so that you may attempt to keep Greta in check 
when I am gone. I also leave a lifetime supply of hair care products because heavens knows 
you’ll need them with your magnificent hair. 
 
Ethan W.- I leave you a lifetime supply of wheat thicks and a library containing all the music 
ever written. Keep shooting for the stars, your playing is fantastic and will only get better. 
 
Tyler W.- I leave you an entire season filled with partly cloudy cool days to enjoy band camp in. I 
also leave a very nice car so you can get everywhere with style. 
 
Grace S.- I leave you a stool so that you can reach all of the high places in life and all the 
puppies your heart desires, or any other animal if you aren’t a dog person. 
 
Vanessa M.- I leave you a nice beach house to enjoy and relax at. I also leave a yacht because 
everyone should have a yacht if they have a beach house. 
 
Robbie W.- I leave you a herd of cows to enjoy the company of and copyright to Careless 
Whisper so you can continue to torture people with it. 
 
Olivia R.- I leave you all the positive vibes the world has to offer, so you may continue to be the 
bubbly excitable person I have known these past seasons, and a flower crown that never wilts. 
 
Ryan P.- I leave you an entire warehouse full of plaid clothes and a coconut to make your horse 
galloping more fun. Also a waiver that says bass clarinet is a marching band instrument to show 
the non believers. 
 
Emma H.- I leave you a hot pink E flat clarinet and a water tower so you will never die-drate 
during a practice and can keep up the great work. 
 
Lexi K.- I leave you a chest full of confidence to open if you ever need a boost. I also leave a 
mansion and a million dollars to fill it how you see fit. 
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I, Adam Reitz, being of sound body and mind, not acting under duress or undue 
influence, and fully understanding the nature and extent of all my property and of this 
disposition thereof, do hereby bequeath: 
 
DMs: 
Gordon Hardy: A record company that’ll give you lots of money 
Jacob Miller: The ability to summon Mrs. Hardy during times of excessive heart rates 
 
Trumpets: 
Noah Clark: A better pair of clippers, a bearable frame rate, and spamming down to 
struggle 
Eric Smith: A projectile launcher 
Sean Doty: More frogs for your pool 
Jason Briegel: Talent to surpass the great Garrett Langley’s tech skills 
Owen Weibel: Far too many prehistoric animals 
Olivia Koucoumaris: The entirety of season one of Supernatural and a $5 bill 
Jacob Simko: Another chance to tackle me into a pool and literally almost drown me 
Max Sunderland: Senior shows where you don’t have to play Reflections or Invincible 
 
Low Brass: 
Andrew Rothhaar: A stronger back to carry everyone with 
Bain Tedeschi: Baritone music in treble clef 
Chris Mackay: All the insults you want to make towards my projects in music theory 
Dominic Bodnar: A lighter instrument, unless you enjoy suffering 
Jordan Colaizzi: a Woogie 
Kent Cervantes: El Cumbanchero 
Robyn Strazisar: More competition for drum major 
Tommy Gallagher: Qualifications to be future brass captain 
Zach Koerbel: Being the best trombone in the band, obviously 
Logan Slepinski: A trombone slide full of sand 
 
Drumline: 
Paul Falcione: A chemistry partner who will actually help you with labs, and a jar of 
moleasses 
Trey Natili: An island in the sun and a radio 
Tucker Ferris: Chad drum captain vibes 
 
Woodwinds: 
Anthony Luisi: A rabbit in a hat 
Angelise Zakis: Flute leader vibes 
Elisabeth Hartzfeld: An occasion where I can finally spell your name right 
Ethan White: grilled cheese 
Nick Simko: A non-Ohmic resistor, a non-Hookean spring, a nonlinear mass distribution 
and a nonuniform charge distribution 
Michael Sunderland: Being a senior before being a senior 
Olivia Repsher: Lots of winks 
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Russell Willison: Nick Simko’s car 
Sarah Willison: A long conversation with Paula about her broken phone and eating 
habits 
 
CG: 
Gracie Ferrieri: An acorn 
Molly Gallagher: Pepper spray with extra pepper 
Jordan Collins: King Tutankhamun 
Mary Laster: Gracie’s help with your math homework 
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I, Nicholas Simko, being of somewhat sound mind, do hereby bequeath the following: 
 
Saxophone Section 
 
Mike, I leave you the saxophone section and when in doubt say, “good answer”. 
Luke, I leave you the position of honorary section leader 
Russell, I leave you a free pass to “rip it” (good luck in football!) 
Anthony, I leave you the position of designated distraction finder 
Matt, I leave you the rights to my “Area 51 Raid Plan” and position of “Assistant to the regional 
Section Leader” 
Emma, I leave you in charge of Tenortopia 
 
Seniors 
Adam, thanks for doing the rollercoaster with me this year! I leave you with a question, 
“magnets, how do they work?” 
Calvin, I leave you a free reading lesson and a shoe thrown at your head 
Chris, do you have the munchies? 
Jordan, know that you will always be the official GP coordinator and a great scat soloist 
Kent, “That’s crazy!” 
Zach, remember to lock your knees! 
Trey, excellent work this year, remarkable. You are the Lord of the Vibes 
Sarah, great job as the woodwind captain this year! 
Eric, Blue Car Gang 
 
Other: 
Jason, winner of great T-shirts award 
Tucker, great job with the drum line this year! 
Bain, you are officially a Batman villain 
Sean, most serious trumpet player 
Andrew, great job playing the sousaphone this year and keeping everyone in tune! 
Jacob S, to have an amazing 5 years of marching band. I have always known that you have 
musical talent, I know that you will be great! 
 
To everyone else, thank you for a great time in marching band, I appreciate you all! 
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I, Eric Smith, of Sound Body and Mind, hereby write my Last Will to the Following: 

 
Seniors: 
Trey Natili:  
 The Color Green, and everything in the world green 
Jacob Miller: 
 Unlimited Gas to find where your sister Heather went 
Gordon Hardy: 
 One last pizza party 
Kent Cervantes: 
 Spotify Premium 
Zach Koerbel: 
 More Height 
Jordan Colaizzi: 
 Copious Amounts Coke Energy Drinks 
Chris Mackey: 
 New plant pants 
Nick Simko: 
 A pair of Sunglasses for every new day 
Olivia Henderson: 
 A car that isn't electric so it can go in the rain 
Molly Gallagher: 
 A bunch of grapes you grape brain 
Justin Aurin: 
 Vibes 
Adam Reitz: 
 All the knowledge to prove that magnetic monopoles exist 
 

Trumpets: 
Sean Doty: 
 A big fish and a bigger steak 
Noah Clark: 
 The leadership of the PTMB for the 21-22 season 
Jason Briegel: 
 The continuation of social distancing so you don’t have to hug people 
Alaina Wasieleski: 

More sass  
Justin Kazmarski: 
 A kazoo 
Olivia Koucomaris: 
 The ability to not say that "I don’t have any friends" anymore, ha you got the band 
Owen Weibel: 

The fact that you’ll always be better than your older brother because you play the 
trumpet 

Jacob Simko: 
The realization that when I made you a cop, I was about to give you handcuffs then 
realised that that would’ve made you too powerful 
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Gavin: 
 Even curlier hair 
Ian McChesney: 

A four wheeler  
 

Percussion: 
Paul Falcione: 

 A nice tuck into bed and a kiss on the forehead 

Calvin McConville: 
 The Crispest High-five 
Eric Hart: 
 Blaseball Season 20, and the better part of (Eric)^2 
 

Flutes: 
Angelise Zakis: 
 A complete set of the Gen 5 Games, and maybe a shiny Snivy 

 
Colorguard: 
 
Emily Smith: 
 A New right arm 

 
Low Brass: 
Andrew Rothaar: 
 A deeper voice, and i'm thinking like mariana trench deep 
Tommy Gallagher: 
 A stack of fedoras and the nickname, Fedora the Explora 
Robyn Strazisar: 
 More Purple hair dye for continuous Grape Hair 
Bain Tedeschi: 
 A causal daily hello everyday 
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I, Sarah Willison, of sound mind and body hereby will 
Flutes: 
Angelise Zakis- A million umbrellas and a job as a weather person. I don’t know how we would 
have survived practice without you giving us updates!! 
Amelia D’Addieco- A watermelon and an unlimited number of rubber bands so the watermelon 
actually explodes, flute pool parties, and a senior year of memories! 
Cassidy Niehaus- Rides home, period 7 wind symphony, and a senior year of memories!! 
Rachel- A golden piccolo, edible cookie dough, gummy dinos, and Noah Centineo. 
Tori Marcanio- Toto! I leave you with a senior year of memories, more Troy blankets, bags of 
pickles, and bus rides 
Sophia Wilson- Soso I leave you with Chicago trips, games of psych, friendship bracelets, and 
the scroll 
Zennik Bublak- Fudgey, take care of him for the next three years!! 
 
Clarinets: 
Lexi Kirch- The band, you’re going to be such a good drum major!!, DC trips, scary movies, 
good pictures at Brusters, Five Nights at Freddys, watermelon gum, and word hunt 
Olivia Repsher- Fun study labs at the old high school, peppa pig stickers 
Emma Hardy- Emmaaa I leave you with tickets to the next Venom movie and the ability to not 
be scared (i definitely would be). 
 
Saxes: 
Russ Willison- My car 
Mike Sunderland- The ability to supervise and deal with my little brother for the next year 
Anthony Luisi- More years of memories, playing xbox with Russell, and being famous 
 
Low Brass: 
Terri Aspinall- Actually being my cousin, walks to your gov class, and 
Robyn Strazisar- A simple bunsen burner so you can make it through your last year of AP 
science classes. Thanks for getting me through physics. The band, good luck next year as drum 
major, you’re going to do great!! 
Alex Milchovich- My lunch buddy, I leave you a real lunch table so we don’t have to sit six feet 
apart, and new jobs so we can escape Dunkin, a bigger notebook for your family tree 
Paige Feltner- Snakes on string, honors chem with Lars, and nights at Applebees!! 
Tommy Gallagher- More years of band memories, riding the Pirate ship at Christmas 
Kennywood 
 
Colorguard: 
Ally Henderson- Trips to Busch Gardens, King Jimmy, beach memories, and our parents yelling 
our names at every parade. 
Natalie Zukowski- Christmas pictures we’ve never seen, bad movies, and the possibility of 
seeing the Hughes in person again. 
 
Seniors: 
Olivia Henderson- Eighteen years of memories, nights at Cal U with fudgey, golf carts, and 
Monsters University 
Gabi Olalde- I wish we could go back, but I leave you with our eighth grade Disney trip, 
specifically the Norway bathroomsElisabeth Hartzfeld- Winston (my favorite pillow pet), our 

crazy senior year, and Interact 

Nick Simko- A 5 on the AP Calc test and a break from Mrs. Canfield 
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Kent Cervantes- A fun freshman year at Allegheny, and a college roommate 
Zach Koerbel- A 100 on the APES project 
Tessa Pirker- Rooming together at Cal U and Disney and our rookie year as quiet eighth 
graders! 


